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The pair (P, p) is a (partial) (n, b)-PBD if (P,p) is a (partial) pairwise balanced design with the 
property that f P j = n md each block in p has exactly b elements. The following theorems are 
proved. 
Thawem+ If (P,p) is an (n,b)-PBD and n > b a 4, then (P, p) has an isomorphic disjoint mate. 
(Tlw0r~m 2.3) 
Tlmmm Suppose k and b are positice integers and b 2: 5. There is a consrant C( k, 6 $ skach that if 
(P,p) is an (n, 6)-PBD CX~ n > C(k, b), then there exist k mutually disioinr isomorphic mates af 
(f, p). (Theorem 2.2) 
Thlro~rer~~ Suppose k and b are pcrsiriue h&gets, k 2 2 and b * 5. ff (P, p,), (P, pz), . . . , (P, p,, ) is a 
collection of partial (1 P f , b)-PBD’s, there axist k (n, b)-PBD’s (X, x,), (AT’, x,), . . . , (X, x~) such 
that (P, pr ) is embed&d in (X, x, ) and for i # j, p1 n pi = xi n x,. Additronally rhe existence of 
certain c&Mons valuable in embedding is expbred. (Theorem 4. JO) 
A J&W& balanced rlMgn (PBD) is a pair (Pt p) where P is a Unite set and p is a 
collection af subsets of P called &cks such that 
(?J each bilk in p contains at least two points, and 
(ii) every two element sub~t uf P is contained in exactly ow block of p. 
If (&p) ~&tides condition (i) and the weaker condition: 
(iir every two &ement subset of P is contained in at most one block of p, then 
(P, p) is calI a prztziia1 PBD. The number f PI is called the order off the (partial) 
PBD (R p). The (partial) PBD (P, p) is called a (partial) (n, b)=PBD if and only if P 
has order n and each b& in p wntains exactly f, elements. Two (n, b)-PBD’s, 
(U,pl) and (P, pz) are said to be disjoint provided that pl and p2 have no blocks in 
cxm~niern~ ?The- (p;trbial) !R#D (P+ p) is said to be m&&&d in tlhe (partial) PBD 
(Q;, t) pr~vic&I fhat pi G Q SUMI p E t_ It is well known that in order that there exist 
an &,bS_PBD, that n -_ 1 =Omod(Pt - 1) atld la(n - 1)sOmod(b(b - 1)) fl]. In 
f3353 Wi&un ia fz] p3ww-d that if !J 3 2, then there exists a constant c(b) such that if 
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ITI > c(6) and n - 1 =Q(mod(b - 1)) and n(n - 1) = 0 (mod (b(b - l)), then there 
exists an (n, b)-PBD. A Steiner tripb system is, of course, an (n, 3)-P8D. In [3], 
S‘reash showed that a finite partial Steiner triple system can be tm bedded in a 
Steiner: triple system. In [4], Lindner proved that any pair of finite Csjoint partiat 
teiner triple systems can be embedded in a pair of finitt disjoirit %eker triple 
s. Recently, Lindner and Rosa in [S] proved the kst possibJe resuft along 
iines: that k if (plpt),(P, p2), . . . ,(P,pk) is any collt~tian of finite partial 
Steiner triple systems then there exists finite Steiner triple systems 
(X, Xr), (X, x*)3 l l l t (X, xk) such that (P, p) is embedded in (X, x,) and x0 r\ X~ = pJ f7 
p, for all d# j. The purpose of this paper is to generalize this result to (n, b)-PBD’s 
any b B 5. Additiona!!j--, it is shown ihat every (n, b)-PBD has an isomorphic 
oint mate for all b B 4 and n > b. 
e foStowing lemma and theorem prove the existence of k disjoint isomorphic 
rtes for each (n, b)-PBD where b a5 and n is larger than some constant 
;z:rmined by k and b. 
k!mm 2.1. Suppose k and b are positive integers, b * 5. There exists an integer 
CI:k, b) such that if n >w C(k, b), then k(M(n, b))< n! where M(n, b) = 
(n(n - l)/(bjb - 1)))2 (n - b)! b!.. 
f. Take C(k, b) = (kb!/(b(b - 1))) + 4. 
T&mm 2.2. Suppose k ati b are positive integers, b 3 5. lf (P, p) is an (n, b)?BD 
a.4 n z C(k, b), then there exist k -+ I permutations on P, aO = i, ol, 4x2, . , . z ak .+ uk 
such thas (P, pay0 = p), (PI pi*), . . . , (P, pk) are k f 1 mutually disjoint (ng b)-PBD’s 
where pai is the collection of blocks obtained from p by applying the permutation #t to 
&e elements q f ?. 
Note that a, is a2 isomorpbism from (P, p) to (P, ptQ. Furthermore, there are n ! 
permutations on P and that 
(n(n - d)/(b(b - t)))‘(n - b)! b! = M(n, b) 
85 a poor but usable upperbound on the number of permutations that matp some 
of p onta a b10& of p’ where (P” p) and (P, p’) ae (FZ, b)-I%D’s. This Wows 
fact that each ordered pair (z, y) in Q x p’+an be ,assaciated. with tha 
rm&ations of P dhat map x toy. Since-fp X piI = &(n - 1 
ost (n(n - l)/(b(b - l))J’(n - b)! b! = M(n, b) 
Pmof. The proof fdlows by induction on k. Suppose (P, p) is an (n, b)-PRD and 
pt > C(k, b). Thus M(n, b) c II’ I !. Let a0 be the identity map on P. There are exactly 
M(n, b) permutations on P that map a block of p onto a block of p. Since FC 3 1, 
M(n, b) < ra;! and there is a permutation CY# on P such that (P, ,D) and (P,pcrJ are 
disjoin& Since there mtz exactly M(n, b) permutations on P that map a block of p 
onto a block of pai, there are at most 2M(n, b) permutations on P that map a block 
of p onto a Mock of p W pcw3. If k 3 2, then 2M(n, b) < n! so there is a permutation 
iy2 on P that does not map a block of p onto a block of p U ~a’~. Now (P, p), (P, par,) 
and (P+Q) are mutually disjoint. Successive cr, can be chosen in a like manner 
based on the selection of orO, cy i., . . . , ati-r until i(M(n, b))< n! is no longer a true 
statement. Thus the necessary cyO =i;: i, a, 02,. . *, ak can be found. 
Theorem 2.3. If (P, p) is an (n, b)-PBD and n > b 3 4, then (p, p) has an 
iwmarphic disjuint mate. 
Proof. Suppose n > b 3 4. NOW 
fi I/(@ -- b)! b!) = (n/b)((n - i)f (b - 1)) ((n - 2)/(b - 2)) l . l ((n - (b - I))/ 1). 
ForO~i~b-1, (n-i)/(b-i)>1 so 
wwtn - I)/@ - l))((n - 2)/(3 - 2))((n - J)l(b - 3)) 6 n!/((n - b)! b!). 
Since nfb < (n - Z)/(b - 2) and (n - l)/@ - 1) < (n - 3)/(b - 31, 
wM(n - l)/(b - l))(nlb)((n - l)/(b - 1))~ n!l((n - b)!b!). 
SO (n(~ - l)/(b(b - l)))“(n - b)! b! < n! and M(n, b) < n! Thus by an argument for 
k = 1 in Theorem 2.2 we get the necessary permutation QI~ such that (P,p) and 
(QxQ) are mutually disjoint where (P%p) is an (n, b)-PBD. 
3. Separating sets 
We begin this section wi:*r some definitions. 
fhdknitian 3.1. Column (iv i) of an orthogonal array A is the uniqlue column whose 
eelI on r’c)w 1 is occupied by i and whose cell on row 2 is occupied’by i. (See [I] for 
the definition of orthogona1 array.) 
Delimition 3.2. The b x n2 orthogonal arrays A and I3 are said to be disjoint on 
C&UWI (j p’) provided that far some integer WT > 2, the c&s in 17ow ,w of column 
(Q) of A and I3 are occupied by different symbols. 
JD&&&t J,3. Th_e b x n2 orthogonal arrays A and B are said to be disjoint 
provided that they are disjoint on every column. 
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nitiom 3.4. t is a separating set of dimension b X n2 and strength k if and only 
= &(i, j)l Y = i s 2, 1 G j G k} is a collection of 2k orthoganal arrays each of 
dimension b x na and having the following properties: 
(i) For every i, l G i s k, every cell of column (1,1) of L (1, i ) is occupied by 1. 
(ii) I:ar every i, j E {1,2,. . , k}, i# ,i, L(l, i) and L (1, j) are disjoint on each 
column except column (1,l). 
(iii) For every i,jE(1,2,...,k}, if j, and m = I or 2, L(2,i) and L(m,j) are 
Theorem 325. tf there xists a b x n” orthogonal rray where b zz 5, then there xists 
a seprating set of dimension b x n’ and of stfiength k < n. 
Proof. L,et L(lJ) denote a b X n2 orthogonal array based on the symbols 
5,2,3,..., kg, where b 3 5. Since any permutation app1ied to a row of an orthogonal 
array preserves orthogonality it may be assumed that each cell of column (1,l) is 
meupied by 1. Let p denote a cycle on (1,2,3,, . . , n} and CT a cycle on 
{2.3,4,‘V n). We can assume that u is a permutation on {1,2,. . . , n} leaving 1 
fixed. For each i = 1,2,3,. . . , k, L(I, i) is a b x n2 orthogonaf array obtained from 
L/l, 1) by applying a”’ to row 3, row 4, and row 5, and leaving the other rows 
unchanged. Note that U” is the ident:ity permutation and thus L(1, 1) remains 
unchanged. For each j = 1,2,3,. . . , k, the b X n2 orthogonal array L(2, j) is 
obtained from L (1,l) by applying p’ tot row 3 of L (1,l) and leaving the other rows 
unchanged. 
Claim. The collection L = (L (i, i) 116 i G 2,l G j C= k] is a separating set of di- 
mension b x n2 and strength k. Each L(i, j) in L is obtained from L(l, 1) by 
applying permutations to the rows of L (1,l) and thus inherits orthogonality from it, 
(1) Foreveryi = 1,2,..., k, every cell of column (S, I> of L (1, i) is occupied by 1. 
This foflows from the fact that u leaves 1 fixed and therefore so does Q’-‘. 
(29 For every i,jE{lJ ,..., k}, i# j, L(l, i) and L(1, j) are disjoint on each 
column except column (1, !). To see this, consider column (CL, A)# (1, I) of L(l, i) 
and L (1, j), i # j. Let c4 and cs denote the cells of column (p, A) on rows 4 snd 5 
respectively. Now if cell cs is occupied by the symbol x in both I.. (I, i) and (L(1, j)( 
then Y = 1. This follows from the fact that if x # 1, ther a~‘-’ = x = a&’ where 12 
is the entry in cell cq of n,jl, 1). But CI’ is a cyclle on n - 1 s;ymbols and 0 6. i - 1, 
j-lzzat-2 so i- P = j - 1 and i = j, a contradiction. SimilznrEy if cell c5 is 
map’ed by the same symbol in both L, (1, i) and L(1, j), then that symbol must be 
f . IBut 1 on the fourth and fifth rows of column (p, A) and column (I, 1) of 1’,(1, i) 
contradicts the fact that L (1, i) is orthiokgonal. Thus at least one of cells cq and c4 is 
by distinct symbols in L(I, i:, and L(1J). 
every i,jE(t,2 ,..., k}, if jk L(l, i) and L(2, j) ate di@~?. Condder 
p, A j of L, (I, i) and L (2, j), iP j. Let c3, c4, and cs denote the C&S of 
OT. rows 3,4, and 5 respectively. Suppose (p, A) = (&I). Since 1 is the 
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entry in cell c3 of L (1, i ), 1 pl is the entry in cell cj of L (2, j). Since p j is a cycle on n 
symbols and 1 c j s n - 1, it follows that lp’ # 1 and thus L(l) i) and L (2, j) are 
disjoint on column (CL, A). Now suppose (cc, A) # (1,l). Since rows 4 and 5 of t (2, j) 
are rows 4 and S of C (1, l), at Ieast one of cells c4 and c5 is occupied by distinct 
symbols in t (1) i) and t (2, j) by qpnent 2, so, L (1, i) and L (2, j) are disjoint on 
Cohen (y, A). Tlws L(I, i) and L(2, j) are disjoint. 
4. I~ter~~~Oon preserving embedding of partial (n, b)-PBD’s 
Lemma 4.1. If b 3 2 and each of (P, p,), (P, p,), . . . , (P, ph) is a partial (f PI, b)- 
PEW, thlen there is a collection (Vz tl), ( V, tz), . . . , ( V, tk ) of (1 V I, b)-PBB’s such that 
for kach i, pi c t, . 
Proof. J-here are numerous ways of doing this but the following is a generalization 
of thesesult of Rosa and Lindner in [S]. Let X1 = P, X2,. . . , Xk denote & mutually 
exclusive sets each containing 1 P 1 elements. Let aI, cy2, a>, . . . , ak denote k bijec- 
tive functions such that ai maps P onto xi. For each block a in pi let aaj = (sar ] s 
is in a}. Now it is easy to see that (Q, q) is a partial PBD all of whose blocks are of 
sizebwhereQ=XtUX2UXjU***UXk andg=(aailaisinp,andl~i~k}. 
Due to ZI remarkable theorem by Ganter [6], (Q, q) can be embedded in a PBD 
(V, t) whose blocks are all of size b. Since 1 P I= 1 X8 I, there is a bijective function /3, 
from l&Xi onto V,,P. Define yj by Syi = sa ;‘, if s is in Xi and sy, = s/3,, if s is in 
V,X,. NOW yj is a permutation of the symbols of V that maps each block aa, onto 
a. Thus (P, pi) is embedded in (V, ti) where ti = {cy 1 c is in t)* 
LWJIM 4,2 (Chowla, Erdos, and Strauss [7]). For each integer b a 2 there exists a 
constant O(b) such &at if n $C O(b), then them exists a collection of b mutually 
ortkogunal latin squares of order n und thus a (b + 2) x n2 orthogonal array and thus 
a b x n2 orthoguna! away. 
Lemmrr &3 (Wilson [2]). I=crt eaiek integer b c >2, there exists a constant P(6) such 
that if n > P(b) and n - I =Omod(b - 1) arad n(n - l)=Omod(b(b - l)), then 
there exit ts an (n, b)-PBD. 
COW&~ 4.4. If k and b are positiue inlegen and b A a 5, then there exists a constant 
W(k,b) such that if nHf(k,b), n-I=Omod(b-1), and n(n-I)= 
Q mod (b( b - I)), &en there exists a sepuraring stzl uf dimension b x n2 und strength k
and 4# c@i~~e&Nz t?f k mu?d~y &sj@h~ (PI, b)-pBD’s (t?, q*), (Q, q2), . . . , (Q, qk), 
By cbcwing H(k, b) to, be the maximum of O(b), P(b), and C(k, b) this 
coroNary is proved by Theorem 2.2, Theorem 3.5, Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 4.3. 
Thearsm 4.5. If (P, PI), (E ps), . . . , (P, pk ) are partial (I P I, b)-PBD’s where b 3 3, 
cin$ n is an integer such that there exists a separating set L of dimension b x n2 and 
streltgth k 3 2 collection of k mutually disjoint (n, b)-PBD 3, then th.ere exist 
Ft(q.b)-PBD’s, (X.~~),(X,X~),.~.,(X,~L) such that (P, pi) is embedded in (X, xr )
and for i # j, p, n p, - Xi n x,. 
ProA Suppose the hypothesis is true and (0, ql), (Q, q2). l l . , (0, gk ) are k disjoint 
(n, b)-PBD’s and that P = {1,2,?. . , p}. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a set V = 
(1 2 , . . . , t;.) and k (v, b)-PBD’s (V, tl), (V, tz), . . . , ( V, tk ) such that for each i, (P, pi) 
is Lml&l&d in ( V, t,). Let L = {L(i, j) 1 1~ i s 2 and 1 s j G k) as in thie definition. 
1,&t us n:ow form the generalized diiG products (Q X V, T,), (Q X V, ?‘z), s . . , 
(Q x V, 7”& ), based on a construction in 151, as follows: 
Type 1. ((u,,x),(a&, . . . ,(ab, x)) is in X for every (a,,a*,. . . , ub] in q1 and x 
in V 
Type ,? {(a*, xi),(az, x2), . . . ,(ab. xb)) is in Ti provided that t* == {xl, x2,. . . ) xb) is 
in t,, xl < x . < l - l C xI, and a 1, a2, . . . , ab is column (a*, a*) of 
I 
L(1, i), if t*Epi, 
i, (2, i), if t*E t,kp,. 
Observation 4.6. (C? x V, T,) is a (qv, b)-PBD. 
Suppose (al, x,)# (ar, x2) are in 0 x V. If x1 = ~2, then {(,a,, XI), (~2, ~2)) is iv: 
exactly 1 Type-l block and in no Type-2 block. if xt # x2, then {(a,, XI), (a2, x=)) is in 
no Type-l block. There is a unique block (rl, ~2, (t g l , yb) = t* of h, yl< )% < * l * < 
yh that contains (x1, xt). Let x1 = y, and x2 = ya where cy # p. Sq~p~se t * is in pi* 
There exists a unique column (c,, c2) of L (1, i) that contains aI on row a! and a2 on 
row @ since L (I, i) is an orthogonal array. Let cI, Q, ~3,.  . , cb denote Column 
k,. cl) of L(1, i). Thus {(cl, yl),(cz, yz), . . . ,(cb, yb)) is In 7i and it contains @1,x1) 
iind (a2, x2). No other block of Tr based on {y,, y2, -. . ,, y;,) contains both (a~, xi) and 
(u?. xz) since this would imply the existence of a column different from column 
ic,. c:) in f/(1, i) having aI on row CT and a2 on row p. Since every other Type-2 
Mock is ba;ed on a block of tj that is diUerent from t* and t * is the only one that 
cont2:?ns koth x1 rand xz, the only block of Ti containing ((a,, x,),(L~~_ x2)) is 
(Cl, YE)* (‘CT. y*), l . . , (cB, yb)]. The argument for t * not in pi is the same as the above 
argument except substitute L (2, i) for L (1, i). 
Observation 4.7. If {x,, x2, a. . , xb) is in pi, then ((1, x1),(1, x2), . . . ,(l, xb)) is in TiV 
This follows from the fact that cofumn (1,l) of L(1, i) is all 1’s. 
bwkvation &8, For every i, j 65 {I, 2,. . . , k}, i# j, [et 
s(i?i)=~{{~1,a,),(1,a2),...,(1,ab))l(al,a2,...,ab)E Pi flf$). 
s fram Observation 4.7 that S(i, j)G T 47 & 
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Observation 4.9. r n q G S(& j) and thus from Observation 4.8, T, n q = S(i. j). 
suppose r = {(a,, xl), (at, x2), . . . , (a xb)} E 7i 61 T,. Shce (0, q, ) and (0, qJ are 
disjoint. Z and ?J have no Type4 biock in common, thus r must be of Type-2 in 
both ‘T;: and T. By construction (xl,xz,. . . ,xb} = t” E t, and t* E Zj- Without loss of 
generality we may assume that & < & < ” l < & NOW aI, a;z,. . . , ah is COhImn 
(aI, al) I>f exactly one of L(l, i) and L(2, i); additionally al, a2,. . . , ab is column 
(a,, az) of exactiy one of L(1, j) and L(2. j). Since L(l, i) and L(2,j) are disjoint, 
L(2, i) :Ind L(2,j) are disjoint, and LQ, i) and L&j) are disjoint. al, a,., . . . , ab 
must be column (a,, a2) of L(l, i) and L(1, j). Since L(1, i) and L&j) are disjoint 
on eat 1 column except column (1, l), column (a,, a,) is collumn (S, I), 
%&-.d8b = ],I,... ,l, and r E S(i, j). Therefore T, f~ T, z S(i, j) and r/I: n q = 
S(i, i). 
Now rename the symbols of 0 x V in such a way that (1, x) is named x for each x 
in P ar d the other symbols of Q X V become p + l,p -+ 2,. . . , rw. Let X = 
0 2 . nu) and Iet xi denote the collection of blocks derived from Ti by renaming 
plhk ‘sy*m5ols in each block. Note that S&i) becomes p, fl p, and that T, n T, 
becomes x, 0 x,. Thus (P, pi) is embedded in (X, x, ) and i # j then p n p, = x1 i7 x,. 
This corrpleies the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
Theorem 4.10. Suppost? k and b are positive integers, k Z= 2 and b 2 5. If 
(p, PI), (J:pZ), - * * , (ft pk) is Q collection of pa&E (f P 1, b)-PBD’s, there exists k 
(n, b)-PE:D’s (X, xl), (X, .x2), . . . , (X, x~) such that (P, pl) is embedded in (X, x,) and 
for if j, p‘ n pj = x, n x,. 
This theorem is an obvious result of Corollas, 4.4 and Theorem 4.5. 
5. Prcrbk m 
In ?rta:king the problem for b = 4, one needs k mutually disjunct (n,4)-PBD’s 
and a SC~ &rating set of dimension 4 x n’ and strength k for some positive integer n. 
Th’: construction for a separating set in this paper obviously requires that b 2 5, 
although rising a generalization of Lindner and Rosa’s technique in f5], one can 
construct a separating set of dimension 4 )C n2 and s,trength k for an infinite class of 
positive integers n for which an (n, 4)-PBD exists, although by no means all such n. 
So the real problem for b = 4 is ggsnerating iar;Je classes of mutually disjoint 
(n, 4)-PBD’s. Naturahy if Lemma 2.1 were true for b = 4 and all k then the 
embedding discussed in this paper could be done frjr b = 4. But Lemma 2.1 is false 
if b = 4 and k ~=6, afthuugh Lemma 2.1 is true for k = 1,2,. . . ,S (choose 
C(iG; 4) = 23). Thus Theorem 2.2 is true for b = 4 and I G k G 5 but not rzcessarily 
for k a 6. I do belie-;e that if #C 2 6 there is some constant C(k,4) for which 
Theorem 2.2 is true* If such is the case Theorem 4.10 can be extended to b = 4. 
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